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An empirical formula for scattered neutron

components in fast neutron radiography *
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Abstract: Scattering neutrons are one of the key factors that may affect the images of fast neutron radiog-

raphy. In this paper, a mathematical model for scattered neutrons is developed on a cylinder sample, and an

empirical formula for scattered neutrons is obtained. According to the results given by Monte Carlo methods,

the parameters in the empirical formula are obtained with curve fitting, which confirms the logicality of the

empirical formula. The curve-fitted parameters of common materials such as 6LiD are given.
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1 Introduction

Fast neutron radiography (FNR) offers a power-

ful nondestructive inspection tool for evaluating the

integrity of thickly sealed targets. This is particu-

larly true in detecting voids, cracks or other defects

in low-Z materials (e.g. plastics, ceramics, etc.) that

are shielded by thick, high-Z parts [1]. Since it can

easily penetrate high-Z materials, fast neutrons, by

interacting with low-Z materials, may yield clear and

detailed images that are difficult to duplicate with

either X-ray or thermal neutrons. Therefore, FNR

is considered an important tool in the area of nu-

clear stockpile stewardship [2]. The goal for FNR’s

future development is to develop and deploy an imag-

ing system capable of detecting cubic-mm-scale struc-

tural defects in the low-Z materials shielded by thick,

high-Z parts [3].

An effect of contrast distortion in the image could

be explained by neutron source distortion due to scat-

tered neutrons that originate from the object and the

environment [4, 5]. The estimation of the scattered

neutron component is necessary. In this paper, a sim-

plified formula for the scattered neutron component

originating from the object is developed.

2 Theoretical analysis

2.1 Modeling

A simplified cylinder model (with two dimensional

parameters: axis size and radius size) filled with only

one kind of material, for example 238U, is assumed to

estimate the component of scattered neutrons origi-

nating in the object for the sake of pre-simplification.

Incident fast neutron beams are parallel and the inci-

dent neutrons attenuate in the cylinder sample. The

model and the parameters are shown in Fig. 1.

The mechanism of the interplay between fast neu-

trons and the materials is complex. The scattering

reaction, absorbing reaction, and reacting rate are

different for different materials, which are related to

the energy of fast neutrons. Fast neutrons are al-

ways scattered while they are interacting with most

common matter. When fast neutrons penetrate thick

matter, the energy attenuation and the deviation of

incident neutron direction could be considered as the

incident neutron adsorption. So it is an approximate

analysis taking the attenuation while fast neutrons

penetrate an object as decaying exponential.

The model is based on some other assumptions:
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Fig. 1. A simple model for scattered neutrons

in FNR. H-Thickness of sample; t-Distance

between the collision spot and the bottom of

the sample; R-Radius of sample; r-Distance

between the collision spot and the axis of the

sample; d-Distance between the sample and

the imaging screen.

1) Only a single scattering process is considered.

The multiple scattering neutrons are treated as be-

ing absorbed (The cross section of a fast neutron is

always smaller, so the multiple scattering probability

is relative low).

2) The object is an isotropic scattering medium

according to fast neutrons.

3) The scattered neutrons are attenuated in the

sample with the same attenuation factor as the in-

cident neutrons. This means that the cross section

of scattered neutrons is equal to that of the incident

neutrons.

We now assume that the area where the incident

neutrons scatter (see Fig. 1) is sufficiently small, and

all scattering neutrons in the infinitesimal volume

travel along the same path towards the spot O. Ac-

cording to the above model being axisymmetric, the

area is

dS = 2πr ·dr. (1)

The first collision probability in the area is given by

P (t) = e−Σt(H−t) ·Σs. (2)

The probability that the scattering neutrons travel in

the direction to O spot is

P1(t) =
1

4π

[

r2 +(t+d)
2
]×

t+d
√

r2 +(t+d)2
. (3)

The probability that the scattering neutrons travel to

the crack pixel without another collision is

P2(t) = e−Σt
t

t+d

√
r2+(t+d)2

. (4)

The total scattered neutron intensity on spot O

shown in the Fig. 1 is obtained by Eq. (5),

Is =

∫H

0

∫R

0

I0dS×P (t)dt×P1(t)×P2(t)

=

∫H

0

∫R

0

I0Σsr
t+d

2
(

r2 +(t+d)
2
)3/2

×e−Σt(H−t)e−Σt
t

t+d

√
r2+(t+d)2dtdr, (5)

where I0, I , Σt and Σs mean incident neutron flux,

scattered neutron flux on the origin O, total macro-

scopic cross section of the sample and macroscopic

scattering cross section of the sample, respectively.

2.2 Simplification

At first, the scattered neutron components from

different samples with different thickness or differ-

ent radius are separately simulated with Monte Carlo

methods [6, 8]. The energy of incident neutrons is

14 MeV. The ratio of the number of scattered neu-

trons originating in the sample with a radius of 6

cm to the number of penetrating neutrons (for short,

scattering rate) as a function of the thickness is shown

in Fig. 2(a). The scattering rate as a function of the

radius of the sample with a thickness of 6 cm is shown

in Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 2. The scattering rate of samples with dif-

ferent thickness (a) and different radius (b).
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Figure 2 shows two points, as follows:

1) The scattering rate decreases as the distance

between the sample and the imaging screen increases.

When the distance between the sample and the imag-

ing screen gets to about 100 cm, the scattering rate

falls slowly. So the distance between the sample and

the imaging screen is always set at 100 cm to reduce

the number of scattered neutrons. The parameter d

is assumed to be much larger than parameter R and

H during simplification.

2) The scattering rate increases along with the in-

crement of radius dimension or thickness. And it is

more obvious when the thickness increases. So pa-

rameter R is approximately simplified.

The parameter R is considered much smaller than

d because d is always set more than 100 cm in the

FNR experiments. So Equation 1 is developed based

on the Gauss-Legendre theory:

I =
I0Σs
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e−

∑
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I0ΣsR
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e−

∑

t
H H
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. (6)

In view of the unitary character of Monte Carlo

methods, the neutron count per starting particle (Iu)

is obtained,

Iu =
I

I0πR2
=

I0ΣsR

2
e−ΣtH H

d(d+H)
×

1

I0πR2

=
Σs

2πRΣt

Σte
−

∑

t
H H

d(d+H)
. (7)

Ignoring the multiple scattering neutrons and the

total cross section adopted in development including

elastic cross-section, inelastic cross-section, etc, two

undetermined coefficients C1, C2 are added to the em-

pirical formula. Now the empirical formula is shown

as

Iu = C1

Σt

R
e−C2ΣtH H

d(d+H)
. (8)

3 Data analysis

It is difficult to measure the scattered neutron sep-

arately, so the simulation of FNR by Monte Carlo

methods is developed first. The curve fitting is then

obtained according to the calculation results.

Firstly, the curve fitting of the scattering rate as

a function of sample thickness is obtained and shown

in Fig. 3 in accordance with the simplification results.

The results of curve fitting are obtained as shown

in Fig. 3. C1=12.29464, C2=0.62901. The scattered

neutron rate of the origin O is obtained from Eq. (8),

I = 12.29464
Σt

R
e−0.62901ΣtH H

d(d+H)
. (9)

Comparison of the curve given by formula (9) with

Fig. 3. A curve fitting of scattering rate as a

function of sample thickness.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the data curve ob-

tained from formula (9) and the data points

calculated by Monte Carlo methods as a func-

tion of different distance between the sample

and the imaging screen.
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the scattered neutron rate as a function of d is

shown in Fig. 4 (The data of the scattered neutron

rate as a function of d is obtained by Monte Carlo

methods).

Figure 4 shows that the scattered neutron rate as

a function of d calculated with Monte Carlo meth-

ods is consistent with the curve given by formula (9).

That is to say, the empirical formula given above is

logical. The fitting coefficients based on the simu-

lation results as a function of H are consistent with

those based on the simulation results as a function of

parameter d.

The fitted curves of some common materials are

analyzed. The results are shown in Figs. 5–8. It is

proved that the empirical formula is widely applica-

ble.

Fig. 5. The fit curve and data calculated with Monte Carlo methods of the 6LiD sample.

Fig. 6. The fit curve and data calculated with Monte Carlo methods of the (C2H2)n sample.

Fig. 7. The fit curve and data calculated with Monte Carlo methods of the 6LiH sample.
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Fig. 8. The fit curve and data calculated with Monte Carlo methods of the Fe sample.

The results of the coefficient fit are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Coefficient fit of some common materials.

material (C2H2)n
6LiH 6LiD 56Fe 238U

parameter C1 1.03947 1.27227 1.91829 5.01585 12.29464

parameter C2 0.26675 0.30527 0.42022 0.68334 0.62901

Σt/cm−1 0.278909 0.305576 0.265583 0.270132 0.282743

4 Conclusion

The simplified empirical formula of scattered neu-

tron rate in FNR is developed, with which the curve

fitting of data calculated by Monte Carlo methods is

processed. The fitting coefficients based on the sim-

ulation results as a function of H are always consis-

tent with those based on the simulation results as a

function of parameter d. This validates the simpli-

fied formula. At the same time, the parameters of

some common materials are given. The universality

of the formula is validated and the parameters can be

applied to meet the requirements of approximately

estimating the distance between the sample and the

imaging screen.

Because of omitting the multiple scattering neu-

trons and the neutron multiplication reactions in

the mathematic model, both the coefficient C1 being

quite far from
Σs

2πΣt

and the coefficient C2 being cer-

tainly smaller than 1 can be expected. Consequently,

the coefficients of a sample cannot be applied to an-

other material.

It deserves attention that the formula should be

applied in the case of R � d. And regretfully, the

formula cannot be applied to estimate the intensity

of scattered neutrons as a function of R.
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